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“Fun Ride” fundraiser a success
The Spectrum/ Kate Brindisi

Students now have new location
options to choose from in the library.

The RyanMatlira Library
gets revamped
for fall semester
Samantha Selvaggio
Staff Reporter

Contributed Photo

The riding lesson fundraiser was a big hit this past weekend for all those that participated.
and their children, coaches and members
of the athletic staff and people from the
surrounding community.
The lessons ran for an hour, and each
participant was given a private lesson that
covered how to groom, saddle and ride a
horse.
“The ‘fun ride’ helps fund the teams
traveling expenses when we compete in
our NCAA tournaments. This semester
we will be traveling to New Mexico State
University and the University of Delaware
along with other local Intercollegiate
Horse Show Association (IHSA) shows,”
said Caruso.
It is unsure how much was raised
for the team, according to Milstein the
estimates are upwards of 700 dollars. The
team works in conjunction with Lion Hill
Farms to produce the event and they split
profits. The event was part of the teams

Kathleen Vissichelli
Staff Reporter

On Sunday the Equestrian Team held
its third annual “Fun Ride Fundraiser” at
Lion Hill Farms in Easton.
“The team gives lessons to those who
come out for a day of ‘horsing around.’
We offer lessons for those who have never
sat on a horse before to those who are
knowledgeable equestrians,” said co-captain Jessica Caruso, junior. Point Pleasant,
N.J.
According to Coach Sloane Milstein,
Equestrian Team Coach, the team expect
ed between twenty and thirty participates.
There were a total of 25 riders that partici
pated in the event.
“Each person had a one on one lesson
from one of the members on the team,”
said Milstein.
Participants ranged from professors
Sacred Heaart S-Dsiy For<ecais€
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fundraising effort that every team has to
fulfill.
Each member of the team was in
attendance “everyone had fun and the new
girls really stepped up did a great job,”
said Caruso.
The equestrian team has done this
fundraiser many times in the past. “We’ve
done this a bunch of times before and it’s
been hugely successful for us so we fol
lowed the same format and it’s worked
for us,” said Milstein, who said that since
they have had two previously successful
“fun rides” that they are well practiced and
have a good routine.
The day was thought to be a success
by Julie Law, freshman, Kingston R.I. “I
really enjoyed working with people and
helping them learn a new skill and seeing
a smile on their face when they work with
See EQUESTRIAN on page 4...

For some, summer vacation meant
working on their tan, but for Sacred Heart’s
Ryan-Matura Library, it meant big chang
es.
Students like Parvin Ghazian,
sophomore, Newton, Mass., have been
anticipating updates to the current library.
“We are awaiting the proposed
renovation to the Ryan-Matura Library as
eagerly as the students are,” said Shawn
Fields, Communications and Outreach
Librarian.
Keeping im with the new age of
technology, over 35,000 e-books, physical
books fully scanned into electronic for
mat, were added to the library’s collection
and a satellite library was opened in the
Cambridge Drive facility.
“This new collection gives stu
dents access to the full-text of schol
arly books when they’re off campus or the
library is closed,” said Fields.
Demonstrations on e-book usage
will be available later in the semester and
the satellite library will be open approxi
mately 40 hours a week, staffed with both
student workers and librarians alterna
tively, said Fields.
“I had a project to do for one of
my classes, so when I went down to the
library to work on it, I noticed some things

See CHANGES on page 2...
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:---- News
Students learn how to help the aging population
Notre Dame professor presents lecture about ethics and elderly
Carli-Rae Panny
Staff Reporter

than next semester,” Coulombre said.
According to Milani, fewer employee benefit
plans are being offered by employers, employees have
For the fourth consecutive year, the Fairfield
County Notre Dame Club and Sacred Heart’s
been taking their 40IK.
People are working longer than before and some
University College co-sponsored a lecture about the
retirees are returning to the workforce for many differ
current aging population.
ent reasons, including the need for a steady income, and
On September 27, the “Ethics and the
Elderly” presentation was given by Ken Milani,
because so many employers aren’t offering insurance.
However, Milani explained that many states are
an accounting professor at the University of Notre
Dame. The lecture, held in the William H. Pitt Center
creating unique programs to provide some form of medi
board room, lasted from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The main
cal insurance to the people without.
“Still, 40,000 people aren’t insured and they are
question of the night was how we, as a generation,
using the emergency room as their main medical group.
can help the aging population complete their full
This is because so many employers aren’t offering insur
life’s journey.
Each year, the life expectancy rate increas
ance,” he said.
It’s not just about financial wellbeing and insur
es. According to Professor Milani, the current life
ance needs, Milani discussed the social changes of the
expectance for a woman is 80 years, and it is roughly
78 years for men.
aging.
It appears that social solutions are needed for the
“Students should try to be as personal with
the older generation as possible. Your grandparents
aging people who miss the social network.
“Itiey retire and miss being around people all the
will probably live longer than the previous generation
and your generation will probably live even longer
time so they often feel sick, fight with their spouse, or
than them,^’ said Milani.
end up going back to work,” Milani said.
“Sometimes retirees return to work in order to be
Milani also believes that listening to previ
ous generations can help us plan for the future and
kept busy and feel valuable,” he said.
lead smarter and better lives because of everything
Milani suggested that the world of psychology
prepare itself with counselors and doctors, who are ready
that those generations have already lived through.
Phil Kessler, a current resident of “Evergreen
to deal with such mindsets.
As members of the younger generations, we need
Woods,” a retirement home in North Branford
to start altering our perspectives and services to accom
agrees.
“A problem with the younger generation is
modate the aging population.
“Places like restaurants, theatres, stores, and
they think they’re indestructible. Students should
start thinking about their future now. If they don’t,
hotels need to update their facilities to increase acces
40 years from now, they’ll be broke,” said Kessler.
sibility,” Milani said.
According to Milani, people who are already
“The medical world needs to start branching out
70 years old can still live another 20 to 30 years.
to the elderly as a whole,” Kessler said.
“Diets and medicine publicity should be revealed
That’s why creating a strong financial plan, as soon
as possible, is imperative.
more thoroughly to elderly people since the elderly don’t
always realize that they need to consume less fatty foods
“People don’t want to talk about wills and
planning for the future. People should make deci
and more nutritious meal and fibers.”
Sometimes, old stereotypes plague the older
sions now so that if anything ever happened to them,
Contributed Photo _ .generation. Contraiy to popular belief, elderly people are ' *■■■(1
their family doesn’t have to make important deqi- ,
Jsions at a time when they would obviously be very Professor Milan! discussed assisting the aging population.
open to change,
Milani
said.
’
...............
“The older generation is completely capable of
upset,” Milani said.
learning to use new technology,” said Milani.
Social security after retirement should be
Elderly use computers just as much as the young
graduation?
things that are guaranteed Milani said.
Leigh Coulombre, sophomore, Medfield, Mass, er generations.
“We are putting a burden on the upcoming gen
__ i popularity
r
“The
of online communities and chat
eration that we never had to deal with. Eventually enough doesn’t feel ready for that kind of burden.
“I know I should start preparing for my financial sites is growing among older users,” said Milani.
is enough,” he said.
So how can this upcoming generation prepare for future, but because I depend on my family for most of my
the looming financial burden that will hit students after big financial needs, I haven’t really planned much further

Changes made to library generates student discussion
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

looked different, like the study rooms
which weren’t as crowded,” said Lauren
Sampson, sophomore, Boxford, Mass.
Modifications have been made
to both quality and quantity of the study
rooms/instructional spaces, allowing
students like Jessica Demeritt, junior,
Seabrook, N.H., to focus on testing their
knowledge, rather than their patience.
“Larger study rooms are exactly
what we needed. A big problem I dealt
with last year was being cramped up in a
small space that hardly fit two people, let
alone all there stuff,” said Ghazian.
Ghazian said he used to end up
sitting with someone he didn’t know and
there wasn’t enough space to relax and
study.
Located on the ground level of
the library, the new larger study areas are
available to both undergraduate and cur
rent Sacred Heart graduate students.
“We have added three group
study rooms, and three graduate study
The Spectrum/ Kate Bnndisi
booths. Two of the group study rooms are
equipped with flat-panel monitors, which The new study booths in the library are available for students use and can be reserved in advance.
can be connected to laptops,” said Field’s.
Liz Mordecai, graduate student, a place in the library where I can concen tional assistance, and for helping students
Spring Break ’08
to perform better research.
Bethany, said she is willing and eager to trate.”
“
The
department,
[Research
Students
must
contact
the
library
’
s
utilize the new booths.
Lowest prices
when fully staffed, will provide
“I think it’s great that we have our Circulation Desk and reserve new study Services]
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco
students
and
faculty
with
a
librarian
who
rooms
in
advance,
in
order
to
be
granted
own place to go,” she said.
Free Meals & Drinks
has earned a second master’s degree in a
“I spent a lot of time in the library* access.
Book by Nov. 1
specialist
field,
”
said
Fields.
Aside
from
the
recent
renova

as an undergrad and being enrolled in the
Hiring Reps. Free Travel & Cash
Demeritt hopes the variety of all
graduate program only brings about an tions, two new librarians, Robert Berry,
Exciting new destination!!
increase in work. Since I don’t live close Research Librarian for the Social Sciences, the new assets will attract and motivate
Costa Rica, Europe, Punta Cana
more
students
to
utilize
what
the
library
and
Patrick
Gavin,
Research
Librarian
for
to campus, it’s nice to know I have that to
the Humanities, have been added to the has to offer.
rely on if needed,” Mordecai said.
www.sunsplashtours.com
“Using the resources that we are
Demeritt said he thinks the new staff.
given,
every
year
we
Uy
to
improve
upon
The
new
librarians
will
be
avail

study areas are a huge improvement.
1-800-426-7710
“I’m less stressed about finding able for consultation on project or assign me services and materials available to stu
ment design, resource purchases, instruc dents, staff, and guests,” said Fields.
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2008 Presidential election generates discussion
SHU students highly anticipate next year \ controversial election
Carla Ascencio
Staff Reporter
The 2008 elections are heating up
yet the waters are lukewarm.
According to a poll conducted
by the Sacred Heart University Polling
Institute from Aug. 27-Sept. 8, the thou
sand people polled nationwide are begin
ning to reel a certain weariness towards
politics.
“I was surprised to see the large
number of Americans (62.5 percent) that
believe most Americans seem to be in a
“funk” and that two thirds (66.6 percent)
blame politicians for ‘bringing us down’,”
said Jerry Lindsl^, director of the Sacred
Heart University Polling Institute.
Students are aware of the endur
ing “funk” and are not surprised by its
appearance.
“Sure, most Americans seem
utterly depressed these days. Everyone
who is well off seems so comfortable in
the lap of luxury that life turns dull; mean
while those struggling to afford a decent
lifestyle are feeling so faithless that they
wonder why they have not given up yet.
What this country is really looking for, is
a hero,” said Alyssa Ferdinando, senior,
Westchester, N.Y
This state of restlessness and lax
is not a subtle blow, but an understood
reaction to the time.
“[Being in a funk] is unquestion
ably true. And who can blame them? Our
elected and potential “leadership” demands
cynicism of us. It’s become cliche to talk
of the incompetence and negligence of
the Bush Administration, but it would be
wrong to leave the “funk” at that,” said
Jason Guberman-Pfeffer, junior, Stratford.
“I’m afraid the problems we face
are pervasive, - systemic and bipartisan
and therefore, likely to continue,” said
Guberman-Pfeffer.
Not every person feels the effects
"*******'*f*^ereonafly*c[on*F^^ef**?1!*’^!*®*
“funk”. College is the most exciting time
for me and I am enjoying it to the utmost.
If other people are in a funk, it’s not my
problem, said Gabriel Garcia, senior,
Coram, N.Y.
People are also settling into a
feeling of indifference and even distrust
MSNBC
towards the government. Only 46.8%
The
2008
Presidential
Candidates
are
rallying
hard
and
strong.
believe that America will be prepared for
a natural disaster and 44.3% believe that
we will be hit by another terrorist attack. take a viral effect throughout the school “Most people get their information
The dwindling of faith in the government systems,” said Ferdinando.
from their friends who got it from an
to put a band-aid on every crisis leads to
Learning more about the political unreliable source. It is your right and
public inaction, a problem affecting vot- environment fosters more involvement.
ers.
“Even if one is not so keen on tak
“If people feel that the politi ing a political stance, the best thing some
cians are bringing us down, they snould one can do is to familiarize themselves
start voting. Many of those polled were with the nation’s situation, analyze it and
probably not active in that process at all be ready to learn from it. Progression is
and in my eyes have forfeited the right to one thing, but if it’s change that people
complain. If you don’t like something, at desire than it’s grand force of activity mat
least tiy to effect some change, instead of we will need to summon forth in order to
just griping yourself,” said Garcia.
establish a fresh outlook on a old horizon,”
Being more informed of what is said Ferdinando.
happening in the political arena assist stu
Basic knowledge in politics pre
dents to make more informed decisions.
pares students for success in the worlcf.
“The relevance for students today
“Absolutely. Whether or not one
is that most of the problems you see from agrees with Aristotle that politics is “the
the poll results are actionable - things master science” a proper understanding of
modem day students are fully capable of politics is essential to be conversant, not to
addressing and changing. Students should mention, successful in the modem world,”
not get caught up in the constant negative said Guberman-Pfeffer.
news and realize we are a proud nation,
Following news sources keeps
able to do great things,” said Lindsley.
students informed and involved.
It is a right that should be prac
“I actually follow the race fair
ticed. It should not be squandered nalf- ly closely including trying to watch the
heartedly.
debates, I mean, joint press conferences,
“Students are involved in many reading articles and discussing the impor
affairs of the globe these days and while tant issues (hey, somebody has to),” said
education rages on so should a student’s Guberman-Pfeffer.
awareness of the world around them. I
Friends are a common source for
think that politicians are important and political candidates and can be biased in
that a pro-active political nature should their opinions.

Check out SacredHeartSpectrum.com
for more articles about:

-Award winning film maker teaches at SHU

responsibility to do your own research into
issues and make an informed decision,”
said Garcia.
The average student knows noth
ing about the issues of the candidate they
supposedly support, Garcia said.
“Most ‘political’ discussions
amongst our peers are full of generaliza
tions and hearsay and very rarely con
sist of accurate statistics or facts,” said
Garcia.
Students agree that classes should
be more informative about their govern
ment, educating them about how a govern
ment operates.
“All students should be required
to take a course in American government
at the college level. We were required to
do so in high school, but a more inten
sive course is necessary, especially since
many college-age voters aren’t educated
in the matters at hand in an election,” said
Richard Deecken, senior, Trumbull.
When asked which candidate
appeals to their vote, the answer still hangs
in question.
“I have not yet made a definitive
decision,” said Garcia.
The media often detracts away
from making a choice based on creden
tials.
“At the present time I have yet to
favor any particular candidate. In general
I think all the candidates are relying heav
ily on the media to support their image
and spread their name rather than promote
themselves visually and intimately with
the people of this country. While a candi
date relishes good publicity, the entertain
ment industry has the ability to turn the
whole election into one big scandal,” said
Ferdinando.
But it isn’t too difficult to nar
row down to a favorable choice and to
recognize the characteristics of the othpr
candidates.
“1 plan to vote for Rudy GruViarri,
'5n genei^, due to his social liber^fSftraBB'
fiscal conservatism. As for the other can
didates, broadly speaking, too many of the
Republicans are unabashed Christianists
(as in Far-Right, friends of theocracy)
and too many of the Democrats (along,
ignobly, with Republican Ron Paul) are
isolationists. The only exceptions worth
mentioning are Democrats Joe Biden and
potentially, Al Gore,” said GubermanPfeffer.

News
Sacred Heart community shows their support for injured
Motorcycle accident leaves Sacred Heart student in critical condition
Shannon lanni
Staff Reporter

facebook

On Monday September 24 Sacred
Heart student Mike Decairano was criti
cally injured in a motorcycle accident.
Decairano, 20, Tuckahoe, N.Y. suffered
head imuries when he was thrown from
his 2005 Kawasaki on Main Street in
Bridgeport.
As a result of the accident
Decairano had. fractured his skull and had
swelling of the brain. He was listed as in
the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) undergoing
brain surgery to relieve the pressure to his
brain.
The entire Sacred Heart commu
nity, including friends and family, has been
extremely supportive through this time.
“I have never seen so many peo
ple show their concern and love for Mike.
It truly has affected everyone in so many
ways. I think everyone has their own way
of handling something so tragic like this.
We just all have to stay strong for Mike.
His friends from Sacred Heart University
have been amazing; his friends from New
York have been by his side since Monday,”
said Jenna Orlando, Alumni, Westchester,
N.Y.
The Sacred Heart community had
truly come together for Decairano.
“Being a student there for 4 years,
I have come to realize that the SHU com
munity is not like other schools. Everyone
knows each other; everyone is there for
one another especially in times like this. I
think this community is a very close knit
group of people and when something like
this happens it truly hits hard,” Orlando
said.
Decairano’s friends have started
a Facebook group where people can show
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A facebook group was created for Mike D., members posted thoughts and prayers.
their support and prayers for Mike. The
group currently has approximately 500
members and continues to grow each day.
Sacred Heart students and friends
of Decairano have been visiting him and
his family at St. Vincent’s Ifospital in
Bridgeport since the accident.
“We’ve brought him flowers and
cards, it is a really tough time for every
one,” said Lauren Canonico, Elmwood

Park, N.J.
“Mike D. is such a strong person
and always has his head up. I always saw
him smiling, so to hear this happen to such
a great person broke our hearts.^’
Sacred Heart University offered
a mass on Wednesday for students to pray
for Mike.
“We attended a mass yesterday at
12 p.m., a bunch of his friends. SHU really

is trying to help everyone out in the sense
how they know everyone is so upset,”
Canonico said.
The next few days are critical for
his recovery. As of Tuesday September
25, Decairano had made it through brain
surgery and was in stable condition. He
is righting, and the swelling of his brain
continues to decrease. If all goes well,
the tube to his brain will be removed and
Decairano will be soon be woken up,
“I have never prayed so much in
my life. This has affected my sister, myself
and my family so it is a very difficult time
for us. I know everyone is praying for him
all the time and we all have to have faith
that he will pull through this. I have known
Mike for about 7 years, and I have to say
I have never met anyone as strong or as
genuine as him,” saici Orlando.
Sacred Heart students and faculty
are reaching out to Mike and his family
during this difficult time.
“They [Decairano and family]
need to know how much support they
really do have at this time. We have all
said and continue to say our prayers and
kept in mind how critical these next couple
of days is for Mike’s recovery,” said Peter
Villavecchia, sophomore. North Jersey,
N.J.
All of Decairano’s supporters
have high hopes for his recovery.
“I met Mike last year from all of
my guy friends and everyone I live with
and everyone he lives with have become
like a huge family. He always brightens
up the room and is forever laughing. He’s
definitely one of a kind and by fai one
of the strongest kids I know,” said Sarah
Connell, junior, Danbury.

®qwestrian*team teaches-stnrfents^ rmd-faciilty-hovr toTide at LiotrHiH
...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
the horses,” she said.
“I think the reason why it works, and
everyone who attends really likes it is
because we give people who have always
wanted to try riding a horse, the once
in a lifetime opportunity to try it,” said
Milstein.
“I have done several events like this
in the past, as well as taught many summer
camps, so this experience wasn’t totally
new to me, but every time is different,”
said Law.
The fundraising event has been such
a success in the past that many of the stu
dents returning were from previous “fun
rides.”
“I always enjoy doing the fun ride
because I love working with little kids
and showing them what I know,” said
Melissa McQuade, sophomore who enjoys
the experience because she thinks it will
help with her later intentions, to go into
elementary education.
The next “fun ride” is scheduled
for Thursday November 15 at Lion Hill
Farms.
“This event is special because we get
to see our peers take part in something we
love and work very hard at and people tend
to respect our team a little more after com
ing out and seeing what we do every day
before 8a.m.,” said Caruso.

Contributed Photo

Equestrian team member, Ali Lyons gives a riding lesson to a participant of the fundraiser.

“The attitude surrounding our team is
a positive one and one that I enjoy being
around. I love spending time with all my

teammates raising money for the sport we
love,” said Law.

Issues on campus? Exciting events? Persistent problems?

Breaking news in your dorm, club or job? Anything you want the Spectrum to
cover?
If so, please contact News Editor

'Britany Trice at priceb@sacredheart.edu
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WSHU host David Bouchier draws crowd for Sunday show
Alexandra Prim
Staff Reporter
On Sunday, Sept: 30, in the early
afternoon, the well known radio personal
ity, David Bouchier, brought in a crowd of
adults to the University Commons event
room.
One thing that stood out as od^'
in the campus setting was that there were
virtually no students present.
Despite many campus members
of the community being unaware of the
existence of a major radio station in the
vicinity, WSHU does retain a wide realm
of listeners.
It broadcasts National Public
Radio to the surrounding area in addition
to local radio shows anclf according to the
WSHU brochure that outlines the schedule
of programs airing on the station, it can
be heard from ’\\^terbury, C.T. to West
Hampton, N.Y.
. David Bouchier, who works as
a weekly essayist for WSHU, spoke this
Sunday about a number of things. Mainly,
he read a portion of his new collection of
essays titled A Eew Well Chosen Words.
He also elaborated on what it
means to be an essayist and the importance
of radio to him.
Bouchier’s show titled, “Sunday
Matinee,” airs both classical music along
Contributed Photo
with his commentary about it as well.
WSHU is located in North parking lot on campus, where it broadcasts to the surrounding area.
“I try to make classical music
interesting to people who maybe aren’t
very knowledgeable about it by telling sto While Bouchier stressed that there must Student Ambassador. I don’t really know Development Director for WSHU, empha
ries about the composers and the music,” be something about radio, seeing as how what it entails or how I would listen to sized the sheer amount of lectures that
said Bouchier.
take place on campus ±at involve radio
its popularity survived the onset of televi it.”
This seems to be a popular sen personalities.
In post-war England, where sion and internet, the Sacred Heart campus
According to Anderson, last
Bouchier grew up, the radio illuminated seems to hold few people who are really timent among Sacred Heart University
a gray landscape. “Families used to sit aware of the presence of WSHU, who students. It’s not that students are against week over 500 people filled the Edgerton
listening
to
the
station,
they
simply
are
not
around the radio, literally,” he said. While broadcast out of a studio located in North
Theatre to listen to John Leinhard, the host
aware of what kind of station it is.
of WSHU’s “Engines of Ingenuity.”
he shared many anecdotes about the radio, Lot.
Gillian
Anderson,
the
Bouchier stressed one of the real focuses
“Maybe if Twas more informed
of his event was.
of what it’s about I would listen to it,” said
“Who are these disembodied Erin Dempsey, senior, Lincoln Park, N.J.
voices and what do they think they are
A number of students know that
doing?” said Bouchier, expressing how he such a radio station exists, but are unaware
feels about what people think about radio of what its function is and just how large
. personalities,
. if .Tftfcini audience it reaches.,
'
His
' '
“I’ve heard of it before,” saidDevin
to talk about his newest' publication, but Abbott, a junior from Floral Park, N.Y.
also to put a face with a radio voice._______________ “But probably only because I’m a
,.A
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---- Perspectives
Can you juggle it?
Time rules our relationships

"Krissy 5

Kristina Seligson
Staff Columnist
Boyfriend, books, and buddies.
Whether it’s the fighting, the drama, the
jealousy or even the making up, being in
a relationship can be tough. However, at
our age, one of the most difficult aspects
of maintaining a relationship has to be
balance.
Most couples find it difficult to bal
ance their relationship with their school
work and especially with their friends.
I think that anyone who has even been
in a relationship knows what I’m talk
ing about When it comes to choosing
between spending time with your friends
and your significant other the choice is
never a simple one.
Depending on what sort of relation
ship you’re in, this dilemma can be an
even harder one. Take for example, the
long distance relationship. Although I
don’t have much experience with them,
I think it’s safe to say that they are usu
ally tough.
However, I believe, contrary to
popular opinion, that when it comes the
concept of balance, couples who live on
the same campus face the toughest chal
lenge. Hear me out.
For individuals in a long distance
relationship, the opportunity to see a
boyfriend or girlfriend usually comes
around only on the weekends. Usually
people will take advantage of this time.
Friends generally understand because
they realize that they are in a difficult
situation.
On the other hand, if you are
involved in a relationship with anoth
er Sacred Heart student, you have the
opportunity to spend time with this per
son every day. Having the opportunity
to see them also means having to choose
between them and your fnends.

Although balancing love and
friendship can get complicated, it is by
no means impossible. I myself have
some experience in this domain and I
think I have tackled this situation suc
cessfully. So, I will gladly share some
of my own strategies for juggling it all.
Ready?
First of all, plan ahead. It’s
called time management and it is abso
lutely essential if you plan on managing
everything.
Your first priority is your school
work, or at least it should be. After all,
that is why you’re here in college to
begin with. Plus, cuddling and watch
ing a movie is a lot more fun when you
know that you’ve already finished that
paper that’s due the next day.
Don’t just make time to study,
make time for your friends too. Make
plans to go out with the girls or watch
the football game with the boys; and
keep them. If you continue to make
time for your fnends, they will be much
more understanding when you want
your “alone time” with your other half.
Next, designate one night every
week as “date night.” Not only will this
give you both something to look for
ward to, it will also save you ftom dou
ble-booking with your friends. Doing
something such going out to dinner or
seeing a movie can be a nice change of
scenery. It can also help to keep your
relationship exciting.
Last but not least, give each other
space. This is probably the most impor
tant piece of advice that I can give
you. Your time spent apart is probably
equally as important as your time spent
together. Why? If you are constantly in
contact, you run the risk of suffocating
one another. Remember, take it easy.
One more thing: dating someone
you spend a large amount of your •
time with can be tricky. For example,
mutual fnends, sports teams, and dorms
are all unavoidable instances.
Don’t lose sight of who you were
before you met this person. That is
why it is so important to designate time
apart.
I think that the mark of a good rela
tionship is when you can still do all of
the things that you used to do and make
time for all of the people who were in
your life previously, with your partner
serving as an addition to your life.
My boyfiiend’s mother once told
him that a girlfriend should be “the
cherry on top” of everything else. I
think those are very wise words. Until
next time, thanks for stopping by.

Meeting the parents
He Said...

She Said...

Kate Brindisi
She said

Shaun Mitchell
He said
Everybody’s family is completely
different than the next. I know , when
you come to my house for dinner you are
in for a real treat. My family discusses
everything from the time I peed my.
pants in third grade to when my uncle
got so drunk he almost knocked over our
Christmas tree.
I personally would wait a few months
before I bring a relationship home, just
because my parents have a certain noholds-barred rule when it comes to meet
ing new people.
When it comes down to it, the aver
age time to finally bring a significant
other around to the homestead should
occur three months after the first date. By
that time you are familiar with each other
and should have some idea what to expect
firom the other person’s family.
Start out with a big family gather
ing. I know it sounds absurd, but hear
me out. If you have nana’s 90th birthday
party coming up, grab your girl or guy, I
don’t hate and drag her or him along for
the ride.
For one, if your better half is in it for
the long run they will appreciate to see
the extended family and see what nut-jobs
you actually have in your family tree.
Believe it or not they will love you all the
more for it. If they turn and run, it was
never meant to be.
There are many people out there that
can only spend a certain amount of time
chatting at a family function, so to have
someone with you can make it easier.
You know your family better than I
do. So if you have a crazy mother who
hates anyone you bring home, I would
wait. If you have a laid back family,
then bring them home after you’ve got
ten to know your mate. The bottom line:
you need to know your significant other
before your family does. Don’t be ner
vous. I guarantee something will go but
just laugh and move on.

Relationships are all different. The
type of relationship you have with one
person is entirely different from the type
you have with another.
In high school, introducing your
parents to your boyfriend or “friend” is
a lot easier because they usually come to
your house to pick you up or come over
to hang out. But in college that changes,
people don’t always want a committed
relationship, they want to have the free
dom to flirt and hook up with whomever
they choose.
So when the time comes for the
family to come visit you at school, do
you introduce them to your hook up
buddy? I think not. When chatting with
relatives and they ask you if you’re see
ing anyone the correct response is: no
one special or I’m keeping my options
open. If you introduced them to every
schmuck you hooked up or are hooking
up with at school they’d probably start
to seriously doubt your judgment.
Besides a lot of those mistakes that
occurred freshman year at the ’insert
sport or frat’ house, you yourself try
desperately to forget those unfortu
nate errors in judgment that probably
occurred during a Journey song and after
a few too many Jaeger bombs.
If you do manage to procure a com
mitted specimen then I would basically
wait until you feel it’s the right time for
them to meet your family. And if that
time doesn’t come, then you’ve been
spared the awkwardness.
So basically the rule of thumb for
meeting the parents is make it hap
pen when you and whomever you are
with are both comfortable with the idea.
Make it on your own terms if dinner is
more than you and you girlfriend or boy
friend can handle than make it a coffee
meet and greet. Worse case scenario
your parents hate the person and they
make a bad impression.
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Shelley Thomas
Staff Columnist

Sushi goes exotic
Attention all sushi lovers. Do
you love the sushi bar station at
FLJK?
If yomhink that; is goo^ yon

should take your mouth and stomach
on a trip to Japan without even leav

ing Fairfield.
Fin, located on 1253 Post Road, is the
place to experience the best Japanese and
sushi cuisine in downtown Fairfield.
As soon as I walked into the restau
rant I was immediately impressed. The
atmosphere was so welcoming and cozy it
seemed like a real Japanese kitchen.
Fin is a very small restaurant with
about 11 tables located inside, and an
enclosed outdoor patio with even more
seating. The outside patio is just as beauti
ful as the inside, with lights strung along
the ceiling and more decorative lights
along the walls.
I was seated comfortably inside. I
rested up against the cozy throw pillow
on my seat as I admired my view of the
three chefs working their magic behind the
sushi bar.
There are also five seats located right
along the bar for a more intimate view of
the chefs.
The only negative spin on Fin is the
wait. The sushi took a long time to be pre
pared, and the restaurant wasn’t completely
packed. I did notice that takeout seems to
be very popular. My order seemed to have
been put to the side until they finished
making the.famons takeout meals, .
While waiting for my food to be pre
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left our glasses of water even close to
empty. As soon as our plates were practi
cally licked clean, she came right over and
moved them out of our way. When she
came back she brought us each a warm,
moist toilette, which she removed from the
package and placed in our hands.
Hate sushi? If you are opposed to
eating raw fish there is something here for
you too. Fin’s menu also offers a variety
of cooked items as well, so donlt be afraid
to drop by and try something new.
Go satisfy your taste buds. Take some
time off from the FLIK sushi bar and try
the exotic sushi that only Fin has to offer.
Until next week, happy dining.

Fin is centrally located in scenic downtown Fairfield on Post Road.
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pared I soaked in my surroundings, notic
ing the elegant curtains and potted plants
along all the windows.
When my sushi finally arrived it was
well worth the wait. The appearance of
my meal was remarkable, like a work of
art just sitting on my plate.
I was with two of my roommates, and
we all ordered something different so that
we can all taste a little bit of everything.
All together we had shrimp tempura, spicy
tuna, shrimp and avocado and soft shelled
crab.
Everything was so delicious and tast
ed so fresh that just thinking about it right
now makes my mouth water.
The service was simply perfect. The
waitress was extremely polite and never
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Arts & Entertainment
‘Halo 3 has gamers addicted
Shawn Cohen
Staff Reporter

_

Last week’s release of “Halo
3” has left many people won
dering where their friends have
disappeared to.
Millions of gamers across
the world spent Sept. 24 in
front of the television engulfed
in Microsoft’s long awaited
trilogy ending, “Halo 3.”
IGN Entertainment already
gave the game a 9.5 out of 10
rating and many fans agree.
According to CNN, over
a million copies of the game
were pre-ordered before its
release.
The Agence France Presse
(AFP) reported “Halo 3” had
brought in more profit on
opening day than the trilogy
film ’’Spiderman 3”, and raked
in 170 million dollars in sales.
CNN reported it took 300
game developers over three
years to complete the final
chapter of Microsoft’s sci-fi
trilogy. The close attention to
detail in the game is what crit
ics are saying will have every
gamer impressed.
According to CNN, the
gune contains over 39,000
lines of dialogue along with a
blockbuster musical score that
separates the story of “Halo 3”
from its first-person-shooter
themed competitors.
“The improvement in graph
ics on an HD television is
what makes the game,” said ,
Drew Santos, junior, Marion,
Mass.
“The maps have so much
detail it allows the game to be

AGhostHunter

TnimbuU library
Olivia Soriano
Staff Reporter

Gamespot

Screenshot of Halo 3, the best-selling video game of the year.

so much more interactive.”
The storyline of “Halo 3”
continues where the previous
installments of Halo left off.
Gamers play as the warhero-Spartan, Master Chief,
joined by his ban of marines in
an epic battle to defend Earth
from the evil alien creatures,
the Covenant.
;.‘*rhe game was pretty hard
for the normal setting,” said
Santos.
“The storyline was way bet
ter than the first two games
though.”
Drawing in fans more than
the single player campaign
mode is the online gaming
features of “Halo 3.”
CNN reported that more than
four million gamers logged
onto Xbox Live, battling fel-

low gamers via Internet in the
first two days of the release.
PC World reported that over
a million Xbox Live members
played online in the first 20
hours of the game’s release.
It was the biggest day in
Xbox Live gaming history.
“It doesn’t have the map
blood gulch, and it makes me
real mad,” said Mark Saluti,
junior. Cape Cod, Mass.
“That’s the multiplayer map
I used to mle on, now I suck.”
Many other new features
found in “Halo 3” include an
array of new weapons and gre
nades, new vehicles, and the
new equipment option.
With the equipment feature,
players can carry new devices
such as shields and trip mines.
AFP quoted Microsoft Game

Studios vice president
Shane Kim, saying, “‘Halo
3’ has become a pop-culture
phenomenon.”
Van Baker, an ana
lyst from an information
and technology research
firm located in Stamford,
called Gartner, predicts that
Microsoft will sell 500,000
to a million additional Xbox
360 consoles this coming
year courtesy of “Halo 3.”
Be sure to keep an eye out
for information about the
Media Studies Association’s
“Halo 3” tournament set to
be held on Oct. 17.

Seth Rogen

ceieBKiTy
RePOKT

From ‘Virgin' to ‘Knocked Up'

Kristin Balbi
Staff Reporter

Wireimage/ Jeffery Mayer

Seth Rogen kept people laughing all summer.

Are you tired of sitting around thinking of
something new and interesting to do on the
weekends'.’
The Trumbull Library, located at 33 Quality
Street will be host to LoiTaine Wanen, a
psychic investigator, author, and lecturer on
Friday. The lecture will begin at 7 p.m. and
tickets arc $20 per person.
Warren, whose late husband Ed Warren
founded the New England Society for Psychic
Research, considered himself a “demonologist” according to die Warren’s official Web
site.
The couple engaged in “ghtist hunting”.
They were involved in such famous cases
as the Amityville Haunting, the Brookfield
Murder case, the Haunted Southington
Funeral Home case, as well as many others.
Further details of the cases can be obtained
from the Warrens’ official web site.
Tlie Warrens also set up their own Occult
Museum which is a collection of paranormal
artifact.s ranging from books to masks that
they have collected in nearly three decades
of work.
The museum is located at the Warrens’
home in Monroe. Their Web site states that
the tours can be made by appointment and
cost a $ 12.50 admission fee and usually last a
little over two hours.
These well-known cases, as well of some
of Warren’s recent paranormal investigations,
will be included in the lecture, which is being
held as part of a fundraiser for the Trumbull
Library.
The procecd.s will go toward.s the creation
of a “Teen Space” within the library.
According to the Trumbull Library’s Web
site, a respectable turnout is expected for the
lecture. Directions to the library as well as the
ability to join their mailing list to be informed
about other lectures and events are also avail
able on the library’s Web site.

Writer and actor, Seth Rogen has cre
ated a comedic empire with his films
this year.
He is recognized in the film industry
as an actor, comedian and Emmy-nomi
nated writer.
“Seth Rogen is so funny. His appear
ance and facial expressions alone just
makes him working in comedy add to
the whole experience of the roles that
he takes on,” said, Kristi Miller, senior,
Massapequa, N.Y.
Rogen is mostly known for this sum
mers hit, “Knocked Up” and his most
recent claim to fame, “Superbad.”
“I never really knew Seth Rogen before
I saw ‘Knocked Up’ and then I heard that
he was the writer for ‘Superbad’ and
I just needed to see it because I loved
‘Knocked Up’ so much, “ said Chastity
Fullone, senior, Merrick, N.Y.

For those of you who did not get a
chance to see the film “Knocked Up” in
theaters, it is now out on DVD.
“I loved the movie, ‘Knocked Up’. I
thought it was really funny and I loved
Seth Rogen’s acting in it,” said Patricia
O’ Hagan, senior, Yonkers, N.Y.
“He really made me laugh. I would
definitely watch any other movie that
he is in.”
Rogen was bom in Vancouver, British
Colombia on April 15, 1982. He started
his career with four years of stand up
comedy.
Rogen came in second place in the
Vancouver’s Amateur Co'medy Contest
at the age of 16.
After moving to Los Angeles, Rogen
landed two roles in two critically
acclaimed network television comedies,
“Freaks and Geeks” and “Undeclared.”
“I watched ‘Freaks and Geeks’ and I
really liked it. Seth Rogen was hilarious.

I was sad to hear that it just ended after
a short while,” said Megan Dutcher,
senior, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
After landing a job on the ‘Ali G.
Show,’ he was lead to the film industry
with a supporting role in “40 Year Old
Virgin.”
“Although Rogen only had a minor
role in ‘40 Year Old Virgin,’ his comedic
acting in it really made me inclined to
see more movies with him in it,” said
Katelyn Fitzsimmons, junior, Brooklyn,
N.Y.
Seth Rogen has certainly made a name
for himself within the last year as he
catches a break in the film industry.
“I think from what I have seen of
him in his recent movies has made me,
as well as many other comedy lovers,
feel that he is a great new up and com
ing actor,” said Christina Fanelli, senior.
New Rochelle, N.Y.

Contact A & E Editor Lauren Confalone confalonel@sacredheart.edu
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‘Knocked Up’ has comedy lovers cracking up
Serious content has students second guessing choices
Jessica Rodriguez
Staff Reporter
Director Judd Apatow intro
duced the world to the con
sequences of a drunken one
night stand in the comedy film
“Knocked Up.”
When the DVD was released
last Tuesday, students decided
that the movie was a comedy
with more of a soft side; a heart
warming story that could also
scare the heck out of all of us.
“Not as good as the ‘40 Year
Old Virgin’ and ‘Superbad’,”
said Ian Garrison, senior, Carmel
N.Y.
“It focused on something that
could accidentally happen to
anyone, and that scared me.”
Tony Ruberto’s article in The
Buffalo News stated, “Contrary
to what Apatow’s work appears
to be, ‘Knocked Up’ is a charm
ing romantic comedy, not one
where the comedy tends to be
vulgar. Executive producer/
actor Seth Rogen is adorable as
the slacker who gets a gorgeous
blond, played by...Katherine
Heigl, pregnant after a drunken
one-night stand.”
“Judd Apatow is the new com

edy king of Hollywood,” said “Finding Ben Stone” show
Joseph LaVacca, senior, Staten ing how several actors audi
Island, N.Y.
tioned before the male lead in
“‘40 Year Old Virgin’ is defi “Knocked Up” went to Seth
nitely a classic. I don’t think I Rogen.
could pick a winner between the
“Not my favorite movie, but
two, but I must say that two are definitely worth watching. I
on total par with each other.”
thought it was going to be fun
In an interview with The nier,” said Mary Beth Ingram,
Chicago Sun Times, Rogen junior. Long Island, N.Y.
spoke out on the film.
The DVD set contains nearly
“I think almost any guy is an hour and a half of deleted,
redeemable if they haven’t done extended and alternate scenes.
something truly terrible,” said There are three gag reels with
Rogen.
a total runtime of 12 minutes.
“More than anything our There’s 15 minutes of footage
movie says, ‘Just try to be a on singer Loudon Wainwright
good guy or girl.’ As Spike Lee III who contributed to the mov
says, ‘Do the right thing.’ You ies soundtrack. Also, the DVD
can have people saying all the contains over 28 minutes from a
filthy things and doing stupid video diary Apatow kept during
things in a movie. But as long production.
as that character really is a good
“Since everyone else saw it
person, that’s all I need to latch before me and said it was hilari
onto.”
ous I think I just had higher
The Two-Disc Collector’s expectations for it. It was cute
Edition DVD set of “Knocked and I definitely laughed at some
Up” provides many bonus mate parts of the movie, but it also
rials.
had more substance to it than I
There are over four hours thought it would,” said Balkis
of video extras plus a feature Bernard, Long Valley N.J.
length audio commentary by
Apatow and Rogen.
There is also a sketch called

Universal Pictures

Knocked Up has become a favorite among SHU students.
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Lifehouse invades the Pitt Center
Sarah Mugavero
Staff Reporter
Celebrities, an excited crowd and
colorful illuminations describes the
William H. Pitt Center on Sept. 28.
From the first note of the first song,
“Spin,” the audience was screaming for
Lifehouse and applause filled the gym.
The expressions on the student’s faces
throughout the concert was proof that
Lifehouse definitely electrified the Pitt
Center.
Lifehouse is admired for their down
to earth lyrics that are reflections of their
own experiences as well as those close
to them.
“When we first wrote our songs
they were more about my personal expe
riences in the past, then I moved on and
wrote the song, “The Joke,” which was a
change in my writing since it was about
someone else’s feelings. It was like I
was living in someone else’s world,”
said Lifehouse frontman Jason Wade.
Not only was the band outgoing and
personable, they also gave great advice
The Spectrum/ Sarah Mugavero
for young musicians and songwriters “If you are going to be in a band, be in a band wth your friends because you will be
who are trying to reach their dreams.
spending an enormous amount of time with them.” - Wade.
“If you are going to be in a band, be
in a band with your friends because you
the concert committee, and volunteers were said Kelly Daley, concert chair, junior,
will be spending an enormous amount of
working extremely hard to keep everything Stamford.
time with them daily,” said Wade.
running as smoothly as possible.
Many fans were ecstatic and smiling
•While manyiiuusicians,; only think
Since UifeJibuse was*extrerhely down all over the gym' Anyone'‘who \Vas there
about money and fame. Lifehouse has a
to earth and easy to work with, everything could see how much Lifehouse reached
different view on the subject of stardom.
was a success.
everyone’s emotions and kept their full
“Do not do it just for farne, do it
' “I was really happy with the overall attention.
because you love inusic,” said Wade.
turnout for the concert, the band was
“I think that everyone who went really
As the fans kept.their full attention'
really happy anS easy going, which made enjoyed themselves and the band, a great
towards the stage, the members of S.E.T.,
it possible to have an amazing turn out,” group of guys to work with. 'They thor

oughly enjoyed their time at Sacred Heart.
I was pleased and I think those who did
not attend missed out,” said Kelly Linskey,
concert chair, senior. Seal Beach, Calif.
With so much energy on the stage.
Lifehouse was very involved with the
audience by moving around on stage and
making sure everyone could see them
perform.
“Lifehouse brought the students to
life. The band and tour management was
extremely friendly and fun. It was great
when one of the members plunged off the
stage and engulfed himself in the fans,”
said Alyssa DiMaria, concert chair, senior,
Mahwah, N.J.
Lifehouse’s songs have been aired on
the radio for years which made the fans
easy to sing a lot and relate to.
“Lifehouse performed an eclectic mix
of their well known songs and their new
record. Overall it was an entertaining
show,” said Jeff LeBlanc, senior. Center
Moriches, N.Y.
Lifehouse is a talented band who got
to where they are now by their hard work,
dedication and love of music. Entertaining
thousands of fans daily and doing what
they love was displayed the entire night by
the energy in their performance;
'The turnout was great and the overall
production went smoothly. Fans got to
eiijdy the show, members of the commit
tees got to experience what it takes to put
together an entire concert, and Lifehouse
definitely put on a memorable perforrnance.
'

A new look makes Titt’ center of attention
Changes make facility more accessible to students
Jason Hey
Staff Reporter
Changes made to the Pitt Center have
stirred up conversation around campus.
Over the past summer, the university’s
gym has undergone some major renova
tions. Now that the school year is in full
swing, there has been excessive talk sur
rounding these alterations and the motiva
tion behind them.
“The Pitt Center’s gym really looks
great, but the selection of equipment seems
to have decreased,” said Casey Leib, soph
omore, Laurel Springs, N.J,
Students are having trouble under
standing why changes were made.
“The gym looks nice, but was a bet
ter appearance the only motive behind all
the changes?” said Frankie Totino, senior,
Levittown, N.Y.
According to the director of the Pitt
Center, Gary Reho, the student’s questions
and concerns are understandable.
“Most every professional gym under
goes major changes every few years in
order to maintain quality,” said Reho,
Naugatuck.

Over the summer,, die gym obtained
a large number of new machines and
other pieces of equipment. As for all the
machines that were not replaced, they
received brand new padding.
The rubber flooring has also been

^^We tried to make the
gym as multi-purpose as
possible in order to aceommodate for every member
of the Sacred Heart com
munity” said Reho,

replaced along with the addition of new
polished oak panels underneath the free
weight cages. Reho agrees that the Pitt
Center’s appearance was one of the motives
behind all the changes.
“In the past years students have not
had much respect for the gym and its

rules, so by increasing the overall quality
we hope students will realize how nice of
a facility it is and will try to keep it that
way,” said Reho.
However, the primary motive behind
the gym’s renovations was to benefit the
students.
According to Reho, the major problem
that students have had with the gym in the
past is availability. Sacred Heart has only
one full gym that is shared by everyone.
“In past years, when a sport team
would come to the gym to train, they
would dominate the gym. 'The gym would
literally be overrun,” said Reho.
This was a major problem, and was
the main focus over the past summer. To
fix this problem, duplicates of popular
machines were added. So if one machine is
in use, another will be ready and waiting.
Also more floor space was added by mov
ing the location of the main office from the
center of the gym floor.
“We tried to make the gym as multi
purpose as possible in order to accommo
date for every member of the Sacred Heart
community,” said Reho.

This goal has been set forth for the
entire Pitt Center. By pushing for more
efficient and concrete scheduling with
coaches, open gym is now being scheduled
on the courts.
“Over the years I always had trouble
finding time when the courts were not in
use by the sport teams. I am happy to hear
that actions have been taken to allow all
students the ability to use the courts,” said
Kevin Gil, senior, Brooklyn, N.Y.
At the moment, Reho is also trying
to establish an athlete-only gym facility
in North Hall. This will alleviate some
of the athlete’s dependence on the Pitt
Center making it friendlier to the college
community.
As for the decrease in equipment
selection, Reho says not to worry,
“As of now the gym is not yet complet
ed. There are a number of new machines
that have yet to arrive,” said Reho.
Upon completion, Reho hopes that
the changes made to the Pitt Center will
benefit the most important part of Sacred
Heart, its students.
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Rock out at the campus Blackout Party
Allie Pohevitz
Staff Reporter
A party on campus. Who would want
to miss that?
The multicultural club in association
with the brothers of Omega Phi Kappa will
be holding Sacred Heart’s first on campus
party of the year. The party incorporated
the ideas of many people and has been
named ‘The Official Blackout Party ’07.’
“When my fraternity brothers and the
multicultural center were planning to have
an event on campus we thought it would
be unique to have a theme to it. The theme
we came up with was the Blackout party,”
said Ryan Boehm, senior. West Warwick,
R.I.
“We also request that people wear
black and white to maintain the theme of
the party.”
The multicultural center provides stu
dents with a chance to learn about other
cultures and diversity around the world.
It makes sense to be joining with Omega
Phi Kappa, which is the only multicultural
fraternity on campus.
“I joined Omega because it is the
most diverse fraternity on campus and has
a realistic vision for not only the future
of our fraternity, but also for the future of
Sacred Heart in general,” said Jason Rose,
senior, Seekonk, Mass.
This event is not only open to Sacred
Heart students, for others there is a $5
dollar admission fee with any college ID.
Many surrounding schools such as Fairfield
University, Quinnipiac University, and the

University of Bridgeport have been pro
moting the party as well. With a laser
light show and DJs from Hula Hanks and
Toads Place, it is not hard to see why.
“This is the first year the Blackout
Party is taking place. Hopefully it turns
out to be a great success and we can make
it an annual event. As long as students
enjoy this event and come out to support
we will keep putting on great events,”
said Aaron Ramkalawan, senior, Bronx,
N.Y.
By having an event held right on
campus, it will show those coming from
other schools just what a great place
Sacred Heart is. The more students that
come and the more publicity received,
the greater chance there will be for more
events to be held.
“My organization Omega Phi Kappa
Multicultural Fraternity Incorporated has
always been known for our widely recog
nized campus events. The students know
UNIVERSITY COMMONS MAIN BUILDING
SACttf B WMI URnVIRSlYY &«&» ("ARX MWI'HMr YAffirSlS CI a«8Za
that our events are well thought out and
performed. We expect a great turnout
Contributed Photo
from the Sacred Heart community and the
This will be the first Blackout Party held here at SHU.
surrounding schools,” said John Wilson,
senior, Bloomfield.
dinator of the Multicultural Department.
“Our goal is to provide a venue for all
Aside from the hopes for more events
We feel that us working with Karima is students to enjoy Sacred Heart while they
like this to be held on campus, there is
an enormous way to get exposure for both are here on campus.”
more to be gained then just future enter
of our organizations, and also a great way
The Blackout party will be held in
tainment. The brothers of Omega Phi
for both of our organizations to extend our the University Commons, on Thursday,
Kappa have some other hopes in mind.
hand to the Sacred Heart Community,” October 11 at 10:00 p.m.
“We are looking to strengthen our
said Germaine Smith, junior, Windsor.
Don’t forget your ID’s.
relationship with Karima Ummah the coor-

IN THE JPOTLiGHT: Dixon mixin’ it
Francesca Grasso
Staff Reporter
Ladies and Gentlemen: Put your hands
together for Physha P.
As a senior at Sacred Heart, an AllAmerican track star and a rap performer,
Arman Dixon is on the road to success.
More popularly known as Physha P, Dixon
has been performing his music in clubs
and bars all around the area drawing
crowds of all ages.
“I guess I was always a performer at
heart,” said Dixon, senior, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.
His love for music is not a recent
discovery.
“I’ve been doing music since I was in
the fifth grade,” said Dixon. “My late best
friend Chris Mendes and I started doing it
as a hobby. We were just sitting outside
one day during recess, and he said to me,
‘yo, you want to rap?’ and I guess the rest
is history.”
When Dixon got to the ninth grade,
he realized his talent was something that
people enjoyed. He began to take his per
formances to the next level.
“When I was younger I was always
singing into my Fisher Price microphone
pretending I was Michael Jackson,” said
Dixon.
“I had my first show in ninth grade
at a club that at the time was called The
Matrix. We were 14 and 15 performing for
an 18 and older crowd and the turnout was
crazy. Ever since that day, we knew we

Knowing that his fell
mates will support him, he
locally at hot spots around
“I went to his performari
it was off the hook,” said Melissa
Mezzanotte, senior. North Haven.
“He really got the crowd going and
people loved his music; even the peo
ple who have never heard of him.”
Other fellow classmates remi
nisce about first meeting Dixon.
“The first time I heard his music
was three years ago when we were
freshmen,” said Danielle Thibault,
senior, North Haven.
“I hardly could believe it wds
him. I knew then and I know more
now that he’s got what it takes.”
Dixon’s performances seem to be
something that should not be missed.
“Just recently we had a per
formance at the Snickering Squirrel
with Double Up Dance Group,” said
Dixon.
The next performances are going
Contributed Photo to be even better than ever.
“Our next performance is going
Arman Dixon is more than just the average
student athlete.
to be a big one,” said Dixon. “We are
in works with 2nz (Ian Straughter)
who is also a student here, and
had to keep going with it.”
Double Up Dance Group. We are starting
Dixon not only has fans from Sacred
the Silver Dollar Tour which is going to be
Heart, but also from his hometown and
a mini local tour, and we are in works with
even some fans that have heard his music
ending it at Sacred Heart.”
through the grapevine.

coming
itry to a new

level.

e my single this
January into
r and it’s probably
going to be som
big,” said Dixon.
“Hopefully
you will see our
faces on
ly back here at
Sacred H
e concert.”
Dixo
and is not giving up. Good thing
fans agree that his
music has potential.
“I am happy that I snagged an auto
graph early on, that thing is going to be
worth a lot someday,” said Thibault.
. On the brink of a successful future
and so much more to look forward to,
Dixon undoubtedly has what it takes to
make it in this competitive industry.

Do You or Someone You Know
Deserve to be Featured ‘"In the
Spotlight?"
If so, e-mail Anne Dunne at
dunnea@sacredheart.edu or Courtney
Kohloff at kohioffc@sacredheart.edu.

Explain why you think you are spot
light worthy and maybe you will be the
one featured in our next issue!

Sports
Weekend
Scerebeard
Thursday. September 21

Women’s Tennis

SHU-7
Monmouth- 0

Friday, September 28

Field Hockey
Monmouth -2
SHU-1
Saturday, September 29

Football

Wagner- 18
SHU-15
W. Ice Hockey

Maine -6

Sunday, September 30
Field Hockey

Yale- 5
SHU-2

Czech-Mate: football falls to Wagner
Conor White
Staff Reporter
After two impressive wins to open
the season in which Sacred Heart outscored
their opponents 95-34, SHU has gone back
wards the last two weeks, losing both con
tests and being outscored 64-33.
Saturday tv^s no different, as the
Wagner Seahawks eked out an 18-15 victory
over the visiting Pioneers.
While the Pioneers stayed in the
game for all four quarters, they simply could
not generate the scoring drive to steer the
momentum in their favor.
“Our defense was able to make the
plays to put the ball in the offense’s hands,
and for the first half we were unable to capi
talize on those opportunities. In the second
half we played better as a team, with the
defense making stops and the offense putting
up points. Unfortunately we came up short,”
said mnning back Jason Payne, a senior from
Cortlandt Manor, N.Y.
Coming up short was the theme
of the afternoon for SHU it seemed. The
mistakes started for Sacred Heart on the first
play of the game when a pitch from fresh
man quarterback Tyler McKeon,Worcester,
Mass., to Payne slipped through the taiback’s
hands and into the end zone. Payne fell
on the ball but was tackled by a Seahawk for
S-8 safety.
From then on the game was all on the
leg of kicker Piotr Czech, who nailed three
field goals for the Seahawks.
“.. .We shouldn’t have even been in field
goal situations in the first place. Czech’s got
quite a leg, but it shouldn’t have come down
to him winning the game for them...The
defense did a great job of giving us the ball
in decent field position and we in turn did
nothing with it in the first half,” said sopho
more Steve Tedesco, Mission Viejo, Calif.

On the positive side, Saturday’s loss was
the most competitive the Pioneers had played
since their September 8 win against LaSalle,
a 54-14 win at home. The Pioneer’s only
allowed only 18 points, their fewest since
the win over LaSalle, and only gave up one
touchdown, with the other 11 points coming
via field goals and the early safety.
It’s clear the Pioneers believe they
should’ve been able to win, and that they are
better than Saturday’s result. The offensive
line will no doubt be a topic of discussion
during practice this week, as quarterback
Tyler McKeon was sacked four times.
Tedesco went on to talk about the fact
that there isn’t one person to blame for the
loss, but that it falls on everyone’s shoul
ders.
“There wasn’t one thing in the game you
could point to saying that was the reason we
lost. There are team wins and team losses.
Saturday was definitely a team loss,” said
Tedesco.
Next week’s match up against Monmouth
is pivotal, as SHU can either pull themselves
to .500 or fall two games under.
“...For Monmouth we will need to play
solid for four quarters to come away with the
win,” said Payne.
;: Point proven^ mistakes, jnade,fast week
cannot be repeated.
“One play that stood out in my mind
was when they converted a third and long in
the fourth quarter after we had just tied the
game up. That really switched the momen
tum from our side to theirs in just one play,”
said Tedesco.
A third and long being converted, espe
cially in the fourth quarter, is the type of
play that can completely deflate a team.
On Saturday, that was just the case as SHU

never caught up again.
“Saturday’s game was definitely a
heartbreaker.”

SACRED HEART........0 0 7 8 - 15
WAGNER.....................2 7 3 6 - 18
Records: SHU 2-3; ’WAG 3-1
Passing Leader: McKeon (SHU) 207
Rushing Leader: Butler (WAG) 157
Receiving Leader: Tedesco (SHU) 143

Jason Payne
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Coaches in the spotlight on “Coaches Corner”
Dave Mandler
Staff Reporter
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In the realm of competitive athlet
ics, head coaches have always been the focus
of media criticism without the ability to
voice their own opinions on game outcomes
or even defend their judgment calls.
Gene Gumbs, Assistant athletic direc
tor, has created campus TV show aimed to
allowed the coach to be heard.
“Coaches Comer” gives different
coaches an opportunity to showcase their
teams,” said Gumbs.
This was the goal of the show from the
beginning of its creation a couple years ago.
The show will be available on the Sacred
Heart University website and will air weekly
at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesdays.
“Coaches Comer” will have interviews
with the coaches that correspond to the sea
son that is underway.
For example, the first two episodes
show head football coach Paul Gorham in
exclusive interviews in which he talks about
the teams progress and future ideas on the
season that lays ahead.
“Coaches Comer” will give students,
faculty, and all others who choose to go on

the website to get an in depth glimpse on
their favorite sports team before the sea
son gets underway. Next weeks show will
showcase the men’s ice hockey team with an
interview with head coach, Sean Hannah.
So far the show has been a hit; the cre
ators have gotten numerous e-mails from

Coach Paul Gorham

parents and friends acknowledging the suc
cess of the show. There is clearly a high
demand; however it seems obvious that not
many Sacred Heart University students are
aware that such a show exists.
“I wasn’t even aware that such a show
existed. It seems like a great thing to have
on a college campus and I guess now that I
know that a show like does that exist I’ll be
sure to tune in and check out who’s being
interviewed each week. Our teams don’t get
as much credit as they deserve and neither do
our coaches who run them. Playing division
I sports is an extremely competitive thing
and it takes a great deal of commitment, it
will be interesting to watch these coaches
throughout the next couple months as they
go for NEC titles,” said Kevin O’Brien,
Windsor Locks.
E-mails will be sent out reminding stu
dents of the upcoming show and who will
be interviewed. This is a great opportunity
for all fans and supporters alike to be on the
inside and get a glimpse of the season like •
they’ve never seen before.

'fl
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Softball continues
solid fall season

Men’s and women’s cross country
sweep meet at Fairfield Invitational

Pete Izzo
Staff Reporter

Tim Sheny
Staff Reporter
Saturday, September 29 will
The next three women
be a day to be remembered for the Sacred Heart runners to cross
Sacred Heart cross country team the finish line after Troy w ere
when the Pioneers attended the freshman Kimberly DeLoreto,
Fairfield University Invitational. Hillsdale, N.J., freshman Sarah
It was the second consecutive year Tencza, Succasunna, N.J., and
that the men and women teams freshman
Samantha
Troy,
swept the Fairfield Invitational Lebanon. DeLoreto finished the
team titles. For the men’s team, race with a time of 19:36:31.
it was the third team title overall Tencza finished with a time of
and third in the past five years.
20:10:49. Samantha Troy finished
The schools that attended the 13^h with a time of 21:00:38.
Invitational were Sacred Heart
Dana Troy showed great
University, Fordham University, strength while having her first
Siena University, St. John’s career individual win. She was
University, University of New the fifth Sacred Heart woman to
Haven, Fairfield University, and win the race. It was
hef first
St. Peter’s College.
career top five finish. Kimberly
Fordham’s Matt Lowenthal DeLoreto also had her first career
was the men’s champion with top five finish. Sarah Tencza was
a time of 27:17.70 while Dana able to grab her third career top
Troy, Lebanon, of Sacred Heart ten finish.
was the women’s champion in a
Samantha Troy had one of
time of 19:28.17. Sacred Heart’s the major highlights for the wom
total time or the women’s team en’s race. Troy passed four other
was 1:41:23:91. Their average runners in the last 300 meters
time was 20:16:79. The total time of the raceto give the women
for the Sacred Heart men’s team their three-point margin of vic
was 2:18:29:50 and having an tory over Fordham
average time of 27:43:90.
During the men’s race, junior
“What a couple of nail David Jones, Ballston Lake, N.Y.,
biters..T?xjFdham posed a signifi claimed his third career top five
cant challenge for both of our finish. Junior John Kenworthy,
teams, but the kids hung in there, Gloversville, N.J., was the first
showed a lot of heart, and were Pioneer to.crosa the finish line
able scrape out the victories,” and winning his second career
said coach Morrison.
top five finish. Having his first

Sports 13

career top five finish, junior Luis
German, Southampton, N.Y.,
finished third in the men’s race.
Ryan
Murdoch,Niantic, had
his second career top 10 finish.
Kenworthy came in second
place and finished the race with
a time of 27:19:80. German came
in third place and finished with
a time of 27:22:90. Jones plac
ing fifth finished with a time of
27:27:80.
A few of the other top men
Sacred Heart runners were junior
Joseph Palma, Gladstone, N.J.,
who came in 15^^ with a time
of 28:39:20. Freshman Steven
Pawlowski, Middletown, M.A.,
came in 17^^ place with a time of
28:52:50. Following Pawlowskiwas freshman Eric Place,
Wareham, M.A., coming in 2P*place with a time of 29:03:20.
“Today was a great day
for
ourprogram. We’re pro
gressing nicely towards the cham
pionship portion of our season,
and we’re really looking forward
to the New England meet next
weekend,” said Morrison.
This Saturday the Sacred
Heart Cross Country team will
make their way to one of the
major events of the season. The
New England Championship.
This event will be held in
Boston at Franklin Park.
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Pioneers softball took two out of three games this
weekend, first from American International College at home
on Friday, then from Fairfield at St. John’s on Saturday.
The first game was a nine-inning battle that ended with
Sacred Heart on top 8-2. The big win carried momentum into
Saturday’s tournament in Jamaica, N.Y'where Sacred Heart
faced down Big East powerhouse St. John’s University and
cross-town rival Fairfield University in a double header.
The first game on Saturday was a narrow 2-0 loss to
the St. John’s Red Storm.
“We definitely had our opportunities with runners on, but
we didn’t execute,” said junior Betsy Harvey, Farmington.
The Pioneers rebounded in a big way against
Fairfield in part two of the double header this past Saturday,
winning LO on a big pair of doubles by Megan Spehar,
Thousand Oaks, Calif., and Taylor Froelich.
“When she (Froelich) hit it I had a good read on the
ball, and I knew it was in the gap so I was going to have a
good chance to score,” said Spehar
Coaches and players alike saw the loss to St. John’s
as a learning experience, which happened to pay off later that
afternoon.
“[St John’s] is a quality team, it was a tough game
for anyone to lose,” said CoachPam London, “Our pitching
was great in both games, we had our chances and opportunities. When we get opportunities we have to make them
count.”
“It’s a real confidence boost when we play a team
from the Big East like St. John’s and we can play right with
them,” said Harvey.
Sacred Heart looks to next weekend where they
travel to Stony Brook University to conclude the remainder
of the fall season. There they will play a triple-header against
Iona College, C.W. Post and Stony Brook. Playing three
games in one day will be an arduous task for the Pioneers.
“It was good to end on a winning note. Hopefully it
will help to fire us up to close our fall season next weekend
at Stony Brook,” said junior Jess Perez, Santa Maria, Calif.

Shubik, Brooks named men’s hoops captains

Emily Gumbs
Staff Reporter

Head Coach Dave Bike announced last week Connecticut by four points in a game that was
that the men’s basketball captains for the 2007-2008 televised by ESPN, but it left everyone on the team
season will be seniors Brice Brooks, Silverdale, ready for this season.
Wash, and Drew Shubik, Stoystown, Pa.
“It feels great to be named co-captain,” said
“I, personally, like the fact that both of them Brooks, “Being here for four years I feel that I have
not only appreciate the honor of being named a co been endowed with a huge responsibility that I am
captain but they also have the willingness to take on willing to accept to help lead this team alongside
all of the responsibilities that go with the title,” said Drew.”
coach Bike. “Both guys are team orientated and
This year the team is going to be one of the best
both are extremely hard workers.”
in the conference. With that hype, they are really
Last season, Shubik was named the Northeast gearing up for what is coming at them.
conference men’s basketball Student-Athlete of the
“I am very excited for this season,” said Brooks,
Year. He had the best season of his career, averaging “Unlike years in the past we usually came in as the
9.8 points, 3.9 rebounds, four assists, and two steals underdogs, with so much hype around us this year,
per game and a 3.61 GPA as a sport management no teams are going to take us lightly, but we are
major.
ready for the challenge.”
“It’s an honor to be chosen a captain and I’d
Brooks thinks despite losing 1,000-point scorer
like to thank God for everything I’ve been blessed Jarrid Frye to graduation, the team has the right
with,” said Shubik. “Being named a captain means players to live up to the hype. “We have a very good
I have the responsibility to make sure everyone is freshman class, who are learning more and more
going 1(X) percent.”
every day and I believe will become key parts of
Coach Bike thinks Shubik will be a perfect this team,” said Brooks. “Josh (Marshall) and Corey
captain.
(Hassan) are going to be two very beneficial addi
“Drew has to be one of the most dedicated stu tions to our program. Josh is a very good rebounder
dent- athletes I have ever coached,” said Bike.
and Corey is a very good shooter, who are both
“We have high expectations this year,” Shubik going to play key roles in this team.”
said, “we have three returning starters and a ton of
“This is the first year in a long time that public
guys who have contributed major minutes from a opinion has rated us one of the preseason favorites
very successful team last year.”
to win our league,” said Bike. “We are going to
Brooks also had the best season of his need positive contribution from everyone in order to
career in 2006-07. He averaged, 9.9 points and six live up to these high expectations. We will need the
rebounds per game. He and Shubik were a big part veteran leadership qualities of both of these guys to
of the reason that the Pioneers made the conference make sure that we keep our focus of trying to do as
championship game for the first time since becom best as we can and to make sure that we all enjoy the
ing Division I in 1999. The team lost to Central journey this year.”
Drew Shubik
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Field Hockey falls to Hawks and Bulldogs, now 2-9
Carolyn Bauer
Staff Reporter
The women’s field hockey team began a five
game road trip with two disappointing losses this past
weekend. The Pioneers first match was on Friday as they
traveled to Monmouth
University,
which
resulted in a close 2-1
loss for Sacred Heart.
On Sunday the
team traveled to nearby
rival Yale University,
but the result was the
same as Friday’s, with
the Bulldogs topping
the Pioneers 5-2.
“Overall I feel the
team played together
much better when we
played Yale than when
we played Monmouth,
which is something
we’ve been working on
and are continuing to work on,” said goalie Kristen
McIntire, a junior from Avon.
Friday afternoon’s game started off positive for the
Pioneer’s as junior Carisa Eye, Nesconset, N.Y, scored
her seventh goal of the season to get Sacred Heart on the
board ahead of the Hawks.
Monmouth, 2-7, then answered back as freshman
Katie Amundsen scored her second goal of the season as

she redirected a rebound shot off the pads of McIntire in
the 25^^ minute of the first half.
“At Monmouth, our circle defense was good staying
on a mark, which is also something we’ve been working
on all season,” said McIntire.
The winning goal came in the 45^^ minute of play
when the Hawks Molly Passarella, recorded her third
goal of the season as she picked up the rebound off Nora
Bosmans shot on goal.
Sacred Heart’s best opportunity to even the score
came when junior Becky Dyson, Camp Hill, Pa., was
fouled inside the circle by the Hawk’s goalie, Melissa
Katz. As a result, Dyson was awarded a penalty stroke.
Katz was able to read the placement of Dyson’s shot, and
ended the Pioneer’s hopes of a tied game.
After a day of rest on Saturday, the Pioneers traveled
to Yale University on Sunday to take on the Bulldogs, 45, on their home turf.
“The Yale game was awesome because we really
started playing together and were able to dominate a good
portion of the game,” said McIntire.
Yale’s three-consecutive goals began when senior
forward Cat Lindroth connected with sophomore Ashley
McCauley shortly after the ten-minute mark to take a 1-0
lead over the Pioneers. McCauley’s assist on Lindroth’s
goal was only the beginning of her scoring on the day.
The next two goals of the game, coming at 17:56 and
20:45, respectively, were both scored by McCauley, giv
ing Yale a 3-0 advantage.

The Pioneer’s were quick to respond to the Bulldog’s
momentum as Eye put Sacred Heart on the board, scor
ing at the 23:27 mark on an assist from senior Danielle
Vasely, Hopewell Junction, N.Y.
Early in the second half of play. Sacred Heart chal
lenged the Bulldog’s defense, as they were able to draw
three straight comers. Yale quickly answered back when
McCauley put the ball past McIntire off a rebound shot.
Less than 45 seconds later, McCauley and Lindroth
connected again in front of the net to record Yale’s fifth
and final goal of the game.
“The Yale offense was really fast and was able to take
fast breaks down the field, which would set our defense
off and allow them to score much more easily than if they
had gradually worked it up the field,” said McIntire.
The Pioneers intensity did not waver as they con
tinued to keep pressure on the Bulldogs defense. Senior
Katie Bohren, Hopewell Junction, N.Y. added the second
goal for the Pioneers in the 54^ minute of play on an
assist from Jenn Howley, senior. North Salem, N.Y.
“I think that for the rest of the conference games
we should be able to do well if we play the way we did
against Yale. We have changed some of our offensive
penalty comers to go along with the type of turf we are
playing on for specific games, which allows us to be flex
ible on any surface,” said McIntire.
The Pioneers will next travel to Saint Francis
on Sunday at 12:00 p.m. to continue their Northeast
Conference schedule.

Phillies Usual Suspects
“No matter what the stakes are, we’re never going to quit,” center fielder Aaron
Rowand said after the Philadelphia Phillies’ September 30^^ win over the Washington
Nationals: a win that sent them to the playoffs for the first time since 1993.
For a team that just beat out one of the most highly merchandised and valuable fran
chises in professional baseball in the playoff hunt, who really knows much at all about
the Phils? If one could picture it, it sure seems like mmors abound.
So in the spirit of the Usual Suspects (which was played three times this weekend),
I present to you the Philifdelphia Phillies; the years Kesyersoze.
“The way I hear it, the Phillies’ lineup is some kind of murderer’s row. A peerless,
psycho, jacked-up pitcher-butcher.”
The Phillies scored more mns this year than any team in baseball, save the New
York Yankees.
If you try hard enough, you might even be able to picture some of the Mets’ fan and
player reactions:
“NY Reporter: I can put you in Queens on the night of the Marlins loss. Of all
places, to lose that game at home...I’d imagine the city was pretty low that night.
Met Fan: Really? I live in Queens, did you put that together yourself, Einstein? Got
a team of monkeys working around the clock on
this?
“Who are the Philadelphia Phillies?
They are supposed to be mediocre. Some
say they would have to unload their roster at the
trade deadline. Nobody believed they were good.
Nobody ever saw them play well in tight games
(14-23 on the year in one-run games) or knew any
body that ever pitched for them (try to name three
of their starters. I’ll even give you Jamie Moyer),
but to hear Rowand tell it, anybody could have
played for the Phillies.
J. Andrew Horvath
You never knew.
Sports Columnist
That was their power. The greatest trick the
Phillies ever pulled was convincing the Mets they
couldn’t compete. And poof. Just like that, they win.
Of course, their transformation from the Philadelphia Kints to the Philadelphia Sozes
was not overnight. On July 19^, the Phillies were laying stagnant with a record of 4748, Including a deceptively small 6.5 game deficit behind the Mets. Also at that point,
the Phillies trailed the Mets in their season series, 5-6. It was as if the Phillies were
petrified to be the team they could be.
Then they showed the team of destiny what destiny really is.

SEE ROLLINS, ROWARD AND HOWARD ON PAGE 15...
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Sports tough pill
to swallow at times
Brian Fitzsimmons
Editor-in-chief

’ •

Karma is a funny thing.
When you and your team are on the downside, even the most extreme
pessimist can understand the hinting of something great around the comer.
When you and your team are on top, even the most optimistic one of the bunch
knows the nosedive into the abyss is inevitable.
So, according to this unwritten rule, Mets fans should be popping cham
pagne within three weeks as a sparkling reward for suffering the ultimate kick
in the gut provided by Yadier Molina and the eventual King Cardinals last
year. On the flipside, the Yankees should be improving their golf swing right
about now.
But if you watched baseball this past week, you saw why sports could be
the most unforgiving phenomenon.
In 29 minutes, Tom Glavine put out New York’s coals of hope and pro
ceeded to walk into the lonely dugout with hasty boos following him in what
may have been the final game of his career.
The man who supposedly ages like a fine wine was just plain bitter. The
Mets turned a cakewalk into the road to Calvary and the fans suffered all
the way through. Luckily for those exhausted species still in hibernation, the
band-aid was ripped off very quickly. Marlins: 7, Mets: 0 at the end of one
half an inning.
Meanwhile, those struggling Bronx Bombers strolled right into the play
offs.
Monday night, the Colorado Rockies were on the brink of coughing up
their first chance at a playoff berth since 1995. Trevor Hoffman, with all his
Cooperstown credentials in his back pocket, choked and sunk the San Diego
Padres’ ship while surrendering three earned mns in the bottom of the 13^^
inning.' With an ungraceful slide into home plate (or so the home umpire
thought). Matt Holliday put destiny in Denver’s favor.
Karma was a blessing to the Coors Field faithful, while it played a nasty
tric^joa-theTGnazin’ Disgraced.
It’s not fair - just ask Cubs fans.
The intriguing part of being a die-hard fan is sticking it out and waiting
for the good hand to be dealt. Once it is, it’s pure euphoria. However, the dor
mant slumber in purgatory is cruel punishment. Mets fans knew karma was
aparUoHhis season. They just didn’t know the tickertape parade around the
comer wasstiirmiles away. Karma is what keeps us going as fans. The orange
and blue are down and out, but it’ll make the good seem so much sweeter.
It’ll keep sulking fans around when they want to leave and keep cheering
when booing seems more logical.
. See, karma is funny. '
Someday all the heartbroken followers, especially ones who obsess over
the Mets, will understand why.
**
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Women’s crew competes in
Harlem and Hartford
Jacqueline Sweeney
Assistant Sports Editor
The women’s crew
team continued their fall sea
son this weekend with two
head races. Sacred Heart
placed second at the Head
of the Harlem, and ninth at
the Head of the Riverfront
Regatta.
On Saturday, the
Pioneers traveled to the
Harlem River for a race
against Fordham University.
Three boats raced; two varsi
ty eight boats, and one fresh
man novice four.
Mallory Berko was the
coxswain for the varsity “A”
boat, and Devon Clark was
for the varsity “B” boat,
freshman Ariel Gasparre led
the novice four.
The conditions on the
Harlem River were less than
ideal for racing. The wind
made the water rough and
wavy. Despite the tough
conditions. Sacred Heart
persevered and got second
place. The varsity “A” boat
completed the two and a half
mile race in a time of 12:52,
only forty seconds behindFordham. Varsity “B” was

close behind, placing third.
The freshman novice boat
placed first in their division,
receiving their first medals
as collegiate rowers.
“Since the long dis
tance season in the fall is a
warm-up for our main sea
son in the spring, we use this
time to practice and preview
the competition” said Amy
Dion, junior, Marion, Mass.
The racing continued on
Sunday for Sacred Heart, at
the Head of the Riverfront
Regatta. The race took place
along the Connecticut River
in Hartford.
The Riverfront Regatta
is one of the biggest long dis
tance races in the Northeast,
with over 2,000 rowers from
high school, collegiate and
masters traveling from all
over New England and New
York. Nine schools partici
pated in the collegiate wom
en’s eight race. Big name
schools such as UConn, the
Coast Guard Academy, and
Fairfield University were
among the competition.
While there were nine

schools racing, the team the
Pioneers always look to beat
is Fairfield. There is always
rivalry between the schools,
since their crew teams are
extremely comparable. Since
the Head of the Riverfront
Regatta is more competitive
than the Head of Harlem,
the racing was tougher and
more challenging. Although
the Pioneers put up a strong
effort, they did not have the
same success they had on
Saturday. Sacred Heart’s
varsity “A” finished the
three and a half mile race
in 19:02, which put them in
ninth place. The freshman
novice four was more suc
cessful placing third in thenrace.
“Overall it was a
good foundation and good
starting point for the rest of
the season. We are look
ing forward to improving
and seeing what the next
few months have in store
for us.” said captain Caitlin
Rousseau, senior, Amityville,
N.Y.

******

We all criticized Jimmy Rollins for his obnoxious predictions and non
stop gloating in spring training. People said ‘shut up.’ Like it or not, he put
up.

Are you tired of membership fees?

If the Cubs make the World Series, having Carlos Zambrano start games
one, four and seven wouldn’t be gutsy. But having Steve Bartman throw out
the first pitch at Wrigley Field, though - now that!s_p.ure brass.

Automatic renewal fees?

Have you played NBA 2K8 for Xbox 360 yet? It’s the only place where
Kobe can’t whine, Vince Carter doesn’t turn the ball over and Eva Longoria
isn’t on the screen at all times during Spurs games. Plus the graphics aren’t
bad either.

Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?

Rollins, Rowand and Howard
...continued from page 14

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

During the post-June 19* stretch, the Phillies got a hot hand, finishing 42-25
to complete the season, including seven consecutive wins against the team they were
chasing.
Why exactly did the Phillies manage to turn on the heat, in baseball terms? .
The Phillies hit when it mattered, outscoring opponents by 72 runs while only
reaching a total of 60 more bases. They manufactured runs and bases, but stealing
opponents 138-84. Only one pitcher that started more than 12 games for them had an
ERA higher than 5. As a team, the Phillies rank pretty poorly in most defensive and
pitching, this is no secret. But when you best the NL average for home runs by 44, you
can mask some of your deficiencies, especially when playing at home.
“You think anyone can beat the Phillies in the MLB Playoffs this year? If they
show up for anything at all it’ll be to win a World Series. After that... my guess is
you’ll never hear from them again
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http://spectrum.sacredheart.edu

PIONEERS IMPRESSIVE IN
FAIRHELD INVITE WIN
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Greg Raymond/SHU Athletics

Dana Troy led the women’s cross coutry team at Fairfield.

LEADINGMEN
Brooks and Shubik named basketball captains
page 13

KICKED AROUND —
Football drops third straight against rival Wagner
page 12
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